
instinct and nature even in the school-room. In
response to the first group of questions we can return
fairly positive answers, for enough careful work upon
the problems of school-sanitation has already been
done by certain members of our craft to render the
principles of the science and art fairly clear and defi¬
nite. But to reduce them to practice in a given
building is a problem worthy of our best ingenuity.
And it is amazing how many of them are utterly dis¬
regarded even in our modern buildings. Sufficient
desk-space for a given number of children in rooms
that look fairly light is secured, and then the vital
questions of the plumbing, ventilating and heating
are solved by letting them to "any reliable" firm mak¬
ing the lowest bid or having the most plausible or

persistent representative. Perhaps a land-surveyor
known as the "city engineer" may be consulted or a

busy doctor asked for an off-hand opinion, but usually
the united ignorance of the school-board regards itself
as fully competent to decide. A committee appointed
to investigate the public-school buildings of one of
our most progressive large cities reported over half of
them defective and a fourth of them disgraceful.
There ought to be a physician on every school board
and in every town of more than two thousand inhab¬
itants, as school physician, with salary enough to
enable him to devote a substantial share of his time
to the study and remedy of these conditions. Nor is
this merely one of the "ought to bes" of the Utopian
future. In Boston there are already four physicians
who, we believe, devote their entire time to this inval¬
uable work and our most prominent educators are

declaring that school-hygiene is to be the burning
question of the coming quarter century. The mat¬
ter is being taken up in teachers' conventions,
" normals " and summer-schools all over the
country. The conviction has been brought home
to teachers by practical experience that to get
the best work out of a class of children you must
place them under the most favorable hygienic con¬
ditions possible. They are taught that unless the
air be fresh and the room cool, little can be expected
of the pupil in the way of either attention or industry.
The better class of teachers everywhere are, as a rule,
keenly alive to the defects of their rooms and eagerly
anxious for competent advice and assistance to remedy
them. A daily visit from and consultation with a med¬
ical inspector would be welcomed by them. A proper
adjustment of window-space to floor, of cubic air¬
space to each child, of the desks to the direction of
the light, of the height, slope and "hang" of the ven¬

tilation and heat-supply, would make a wonderful
difference in the effectiveness of any building as an

educational appliance. Then would come the con¬

sideration of the play-ground. This has grown up
hitherto as a sort of accidental adjunct to the school-
building and in many cases seems to be regarded as

a necessary evil, which may be reduced to its lowest

possible terms with impunity. All that seems to be
considered essential now is enough open space about
the building to give it sufficient light, so that its shape
and size are those of a narrow "halo" for the former.
The school-house monopolizes two-thirds of the spaces
leaving only a tiny plat in front, a narrow strip at the
sides and a larger plat behind. The lot is bought to
fit the building, and whatever ground happens to be
left over is turned into a play-ground. Now, this
is all wrong, for the play-ground is as necessary and
important a part of a good school as the building.
The educational and hygienic value of a play-space
is enormous. For ourselves, if we were compelled
to choose between a school-house without any play¬
ground and a play-ground without any school-house,
we would prefer the latter. A certain area per child
ought to be provided just as much as a certain cubic
air-space of house room. At least a fourth, if not a
third, of the building fund ought to be spent upon
the grounds. A liberal space ought to be roofed
with glass so as to be available in wet or stormy
weather. But what recognition of its importance do
we find? Little or none. Not content with reducing
it to a mere border around the building and fag end
of the lot, we choose the best part of the ground to
put the building on. We have seen a building con¬

taining four hundred children and its only play-ground
the rear half of the lot, which sloped so abruptly down
into a ravine that neither gravel nor sand would lie on
its surface. Worse yet, with a positive refinement
of idiocy, if the remnant of the lot happens to lie
in front of the house it is delicately laid down in
turf, planted with ornamental shrubs and decorated
with signs, "Keep off the Grass"! which ought to be
supplemented by placards, "Go Play in the Gutter"!
Grass and geraniums are evidently "of more value
than many children."

THE DEPOPULATION OF ONTARIO.
The question that has been troubling the French

sociologists for the past few years\p=m-\the low and de-
creasingbirth-rate in their country\p=m-\isnow also becom-
ing a living one with our neighbors over our northern
borders; and it would appear with even greater show
of reason. If a birth-rate of only 22 to the 1000 should
give concern to the French statesmen and physicians,
the still lower one of only 20.7 in the Province of
Ontario ought, it would seem, to excite still livelier
apprehensions for the future of a country that is thus
failing in the very source of power, the production of
an active and aggressive population. The problem is
made the more serious by the reverse condition exist-
ing in the adjoining Province of Quebec, where a very
high birth-rate has long existed in what some would
claim is in many respects an alien and inferior race.
The result is that, as in some parts of New England,
the French Canadian is crowding out the Anglo-Saxon
in certain regions, and fear is expressed that unless
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some reversal of present tendencies occurs, all of East¬
ern Canada will become thus transformed. The mat¬
ter has been the subject of extensive discussion by
the Canadian press, has been seriously considered in
at least one convention of a prominent religious body,
and will, it seems probable, give still more disquiet to
the minds of Canadian publicists and patriots before
any final sat isfactory facts or conclusions are developed.
As we have said before in this Journal, the ques¬

tion is more a sociologie than a medical one, and yet
it has its medical side, and there are many points of
view from which it may be of interest to us as physi¬
cians. In Ontario the people are, as in France, mod¬
erately prosperous, thrifty and forehanded, and in
addition to this they annually lose, as in New England,
a considerable proportion of their most virile and
energetic element by emigration. These are exactly
the conditions that might be supposed to tend to a

restriction of the birth-rate ; the conditions favoring
the existence of an aggressive proletariat are lacking.
In Quebec, on the other hand, the latter are directly
favored by the influence of the Government and the
church, as well as by the racial character and social
state of the population, which has not been modified
as in France, by military and political changes during
the past hundred years. In this province we have
still the Frenchman of the seventeenth or eighteenth
centuries, but living under vastly more favorable
conditions; not the French peasant or citizen of today
with his burdens of militarism and his non-prolific
tendencies.
It has been often oharged, especially by some social

alarmists among the clergy and elsewhere, who sup¬
port themselves by the statements of a few medical
writers, that amongst the Protestant population of
the eastern border of our continent certain very rep¬
rehensible practices are commonly resorted to to check
the increase of families, such as actual criminal abor¬
tion and other illegitimate methods. That any whole¬
sale charges of this kind are likely to be unjust
ought not to require argument. A population losing
permanently its more vigorous male population by
emigration is likely to have its birth-rate reduced.
When the late marriages, and the enforced spinster-
hood of an undue proportion of the female popula¬
tion are also considered, the case is rendered still
clearer. The French Canadians, on the other hand,
emigrate to return or take their women with them,
their ideals of living are not so high and they marry
early, and are probably not specially influenced by
considerations of prudence in such matters, while, as
already said, they have the direct encouragement of the
provincial government, which, it is stated, offers a

bounty for large families, and the active sanction of
the church. If other proof were wanting of the more

direct dependence of the birth-rate upon social and
political conditions than upon racial or physiologic
peculiarities, the comparison in this regard between

the Gallic race in Canada and in its native France at
the present time would alone be sufficient. There is.
it is true, a physiologic side to the question; it is well
known that high feeding diminishes reproductive
capacity in animals, and it is more than merely prob¬
able that the same law applies to the human species.
The more luxurious, or even the more comfortable we
make a people in their living or diet, the less their
fecundity.
There is still another feature of the problem that

is worthy of attention in a medical point of view. A
high birth-rate generally implies also an augmented
death-rate, especially in the earlier periods of life.
This is seen in the slums of our cities, and everywhere
by the general practitioner, who finds the greatest
infant mortality in the class that is most productive
in this respect. Were this not the case, the question
of population would be a more serious one than it is
at present, but the fact implies a great waste of
human life. It has been calculated that if only one
woman in six should do what she was well able to in
the way of producing children, the population of the
earth could be easily maintained. The rest is a simple
arithmetical problem—if four, five or six women out
of the six are to do likewise, nature must interfere
with some provision to keep down population, and
this is generally effected to a large extent by increased
infant mortality. At the present time France, with
the lowest birth-rate in Europe, has also the smallest
death-rate while in some parts of Russia exactly the
reverse conditions prevail.
The low Ontario birth-rate, however we may view

it, is nevertheless a misfortune to Canada, the greater
since, unlike the somewhat similar state of affairs in
some of the New England States, the country as a
whole does not profit by her emigrants. They come
over the border very largely, to add to the wealth and
population of the United States, and Canada is the
loser. In any way it can be considered, it is a matter
worthy of the close attention of Canadian statesmen
and patriots.
_

CEREBRAL TETANUS.
Tetanus has always been regarded as a nervous dis-

ease, but it is only since the discovery of the tetanus
toxin that one could say precisely that the disease is
due to a poisoning of certain nervous cells. The
affinity between nervous cells and tetanic toxin is
shown very well in the following experiment of
Knorr, inspired by Wassermann and Takaki.1 The
cerebral substance of a guinea-pig is emulsified and
mixed with tetanus toxin, and this mixture is then
centrifugalized. Two layers form: at the bottom,
the nervous matter; above this an opaque fluid. In
well-made mixtures it will be found that the fluid
thus separated does not contain any poison, which
has been fixed to the nervous tissue after the manner

1 M\l=u"\nich. med. Wochenschrift, 1898, No. 12.
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